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Sachin
posts
his pic

SACHIN TENDULKAR took less than 24
hours to accumulate 79,124 followers when
he joined Twitter, and the number is growing at the rate of almost 4500 per hour. That
easily outdid Shah Rukh Khan who
scooped up 23,333 followers on the second
day of his entry. The man who convinced
the Little Master to start the account, Atul
Kasbekar, said, “Sachin has been a dear
friend for 20 years and I’d been trying to get
him to set up an account. It was disturbing
to find fake Tendulkars. You can impersonate anybody but not Tendulkar – it’s not
Joseph Koraith
just cricket.”

DOUBLE DHAMAKA: Shabana Azmi and Gurinder Chadha

Kabhi khushi,

kabhi fun
SUBHASH K JHA

Times News Network

I

t’s A Wonderful Afterlife, and
its crackling desi version, Hai
Marjawaan, (both releasing
today) are about a marriageable
daughter’s mother haunted by
spooks of the guys who spurned
the bride-to-be, and the film’s
prime movers – Gurinder Chadha
and Shabana Azmi – whooped it
up from the word go! Add to that

Shabana Azmi and
Gurinder Chadha
share crackling
chemistry of a
different kind off
screen

ACTING DAYS
MADHUR BHANDARKAR
(L-R) Abhit Sud, MD, Three Graces, Mugdha Godse and Kunal Kapoor are seen spending a luxurious and rejuvenating
afternoon at Three Graces, Delhi’s new destination for holistic health, wellness and beauty services. The Three Graces
chain of beauty and wellness destinations – which comes from the creators of the popular Amatrra Spa that
revolutionised the spa industry in India – is being unveiled tonight in a chic black carpeted event especially put together
for the crème de la crème of Delhi with celebrities from across the country. For more, turn to PAGE 3

DEAR MR BHATT,

WE HAVE DOUBTS
Friends
and
comrades
of slain
JNU hero
Chandu
wrote to
Mahesh
Bhatt
requesting
him not to
make a film
on him

AKSHAYA MUKUL

to Chandrashekhar and the nuances of his
politics,” the note says.
Signatories of the letter, mostly former office-bearers of JNU Students’ Union, academics and leaders of the CPI (ML) have said
that the “virtual media” have a “tendency to
project individual heroes, in a way, cut off from the movement of which they are a product and integral part. This danger is especially present where the person was a political
activist – since the media has tended to be
uncomfortable with any but non-political
‘heroes.’ We fear that commercial cinema
is liable to divorce Chandu from the MarxistLeninist political ideology and practice to
which he was committed in life and death.”
The letter also points out that Chandrashekhar was not a hero shaped by ‘an
SMS campaign by any TV channel.’ Signatories also cite the documentary, Ek Minute Ka
Maun, both as a product and part of the people’s movement.
See also PAGE 5

Times News Network

F

riends and comrades of slain JNU student leader Chandrashekhar Prasad
have expressed their doubts about
whether the commercial film industry can
do justice to a portrayal of his life.
In a detailed letter to Mahesh Bhatt, they
stress that while Bhatt’s “integrity and outspokenness” is beyond doubt, had he
“planned a film on an imaginary character
inspired by Chandrashekhar’s values, we
would perhaps have felt less need to voice our
concern. Any film that sets out to represent
Chandu would have to be a film about the political movement of which Chandrashekhar
was an integral part, and which continues
even after his death, about the revolutionary
inheritance which shaped him... With all due
respect to you as a filmmaker, we doubt that
the commercial film industry can do justice

will do a special appearance
in Rahul Dholakia’s Society,
and the filmmaker agreed to
act on producer Smita
Thackeray’s behest.
“My first reaction was to refuse. But nobody says no to Smitaji. Also, Rahul Dholakia is a dear friend. I really liked his work
in Parzania,” said Bhandarkar. “When I
heard I had scenes with Om Puriji, Dimple
Kapadiaji, Sarikaji and Seema Biswasji, I
felt I had reached heaven,” he added.
IANS

SARAH SAVES GOLDIE
GOLDIE NOTAY, who gained 11 kgs for It’s
A Wonderful Afterlife, stars in Sex And The
City 2 as a glamorous Middle Eastern
woman. In one sequence, Goldy, who
plays a Muslim in a burqa, named
Basimah, ended up with a bleeding foot
due to her high heels.
Says Goldy, “Sarah Jessica Parker was so kind to
me. My heels started to bleed and I noticed her speaking
to director Michael
Patrick King about
my state. I was petrified as I imagined
being sent on the next flight
home. However, an entourage
arrived, cleaned up my feet, and
gave me new shoes.”
SKJ

Kim Sharma makes her first appearance in Delhi with fiancé Carlos

Ranjit Kumar

Ole! It’s the tango tadka!

the vivacious Goldy Notay, and
you have an intoxicating brew of
feminine power.
Gurinder and Shabana had as
much fun off the sets as they had
during the making of this genrebreaking, satire-spook fest. Recalls Gurinder, “When I met Shabana for the first time, I was intimidated. When I came away, I
was chuckling. There and then, I
decided I had to make a comedy
with her.” Goldy, who plays Shabana’s daughter, adds, “It’s been a
double dream to work with

them. Shabana put my nerves to
rest. We went eating jalebis and
talking about feminism, relationships, politics and love. Gurinder
linked arms with me on this journey and I’m ever so grateful.”
Comedy, especially for female
actors, is the toughest to tackle. If
Shabana gets it right in IAWA, it’s
because Gurinder has a great
sense of humour. Chortles Shabana, “The thing about comedy is
that most of the time, you have to
play it in utter seriousness.”
All Gurinder’s films are about
self-identity. “All the things that I
am – Indian, English, Punjabi,
came into play through Shabana’s character. She doesn’t play
just any NRI. She plays an English Indian-Punjabi woman with
relish. Shabana was able to interpret politically and cinematically
all that I wanted to express
through her character,” she says.
There was a special bonding between the women. “Women and
men are different, not better or
worse, but different; and that difference comes into play almost by
osmosis. A director needs both
organisational skills and sensitivity. IAWA is way out in its concept,” says Shabana. But Goldy,
the youngest of the trio, has the
final say, “Culturally, I’m a mixed
bag. But now I appreciate my cultural colours, and being Punjabi
has helped a great deal. I can have
my cake and eat it too!”

MI AMOR: Kim Sharma and Carlos. For more pics of the two, visit www.photos.timesofindia.com
PIYALI DASGUPTA
Times News Network

F

inally, actress and ex-girlfriend of
cricketer Yuvraj Singh, Kim Sharma,
who got engaged to Spanish musician
Carlos some time ago, made her first appearance in Delhi with her beau. They plan to get
married by the end of the year. Sitting snugly near Carlos, Kim says, “I’m very happy to
have Carlos in my life. We have known each
other for almost one-and-a-half years now,
it’s a beautiful bonding between us. This is
Carlos’ fifth visit to India and it is for the first
time that he is visiting Delhi with me.”
We ask Carlos about his lady love, and he
smiles, “It’s wonderful to be with Kim. She’s
beautiful and attractive, has a good sense of
humour and is a loving person.” So who
prosposed first? “It was me who proposed to
her,” Carlos tells us, adding, “I first met Kim
at the airport lounge in Canada. She was returning to India and I was going back to London. We were travelling on the same flight. In

fact, my seat was next to hers and that’s
when our conversation started. We exchanged numbers and kept in touch. After a
month or so, we met in Dubai and then went
for a short vacation to Italy, where I formally
proposed to her, and we got engaged.”
Ask Kim how she feels about her ‘international’ romance, and she says, “Both our families are happy with our engagement. So far,
we haven’t decided on a wedding date, but
definitely, we shall get married by the end of
this year. I’ve visited his place in Spain and

I first met Kim at the
airport lounge in
Canada. We
exchanged numbers
and kept in touch

met his family. I don’t understand much of
Spanish, but yes, I’m trying to learn.”
Carlos loves the country of his fiancée,
and says, “I’ve enjoyed eating Indian food,
but it’s too spicy. My mother-in-law gifted me
a sherwani, and I loved wearing it. I have visited many places in India, only my visit to
Delhi was pending. I’m looking forward to
visiting some interesting spots in the city.”
And will Kim continue to act after getting
married? “I have taken a break now, enjoying being with Carlos,” she tells us, “I don’t
think Carlos will have any problem with me
acting in films. In fact, Carlos is soon planning to release his new music album in
which he wants to feature me. The album is
dedicated to our love.”
Interestingly, Carlos is fascinated by Bollywood music, and says, “As a musician, I appreciate all kinds of music. Bollywood music
is fun, very colourful. If given a chance, I’d
like to do some interesting compositions for
Bollywood too someday.”
delhitimes@timesgroup.com
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DELHI IS TALKING ABOUT...
...VIDYA’S ON SET CELEBRATIONS
ctress Vidya Balan, who’s playing the role of slain model Jessica Lall’s sister Sabrina Lall in
the movie No One Killed Jessica, celebrated the Supreme Court verdict in the
murder case with a party on the sets,
when she was shooting in Delhi. In a
classic case of real imitating reel,Vidya
was shooting a crucial court scene for
No One... in Delhi when the Supreme

A

Well to do!
he spa culture is steadily permeating the lives
of well to do Delhiites,
and the demand has surely created the need for niche spas –
ones that provide a holistic experience with the
best of wellness to

T

Court upheld Manu Sharma’s life sentence for Jessica’s murder. When Vidya
learnt about the development, she went
to director Rajkumar Gupta and a collective ‘hurrah’ resounded on the sets.
A sumptuous meal was ordered and a
celebration followed. “The entire cast
and crew had lunch together. After the
meal, a big round of desserts was also
ordered,” says a source.
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...ADITYA’S NEW FRIEND
ctor Aditya Pancholi was spotted at the reopening of a
night club in Delhi on Wednesday night and was seen in
the company of his young friend Tori. Aditya refused to
talk about who she was. But, talking about his visit, he said, “I
came here straight to this party because I’d heard so much about
DJ Sasha that I had to listen to his music. He’s really cool. And of
course, I came here for the food. I like Delhi for what it is,” he said.
A friend meanwhile nudged Pancholi and said that Delhi also has
good women. But Pancholi just laughed and said, “I’m not going
to say anything that makes tomorrow’s headlines!”

A
Vidya Balan
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Saatish Jaiswal
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Aditya Pancholi with Tori

Call 93 106 10011 / 12
www. mo th ersprideonline.com

ucts and therapies in skin
care, body care, nutrition and
fitness. Abhit Sud, managing
director of Three Graces,
says, “With Three Graces, we
will create another spectacular brand of spas
in the country. We
Ranjit Kumar
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‘SPA’TIAL: Mugdha Godse and Kunal Kapoor
customers. And that is where
the Three Graces chain of
beauty and wellness destinations, from the creators of the
popular Amatrra Spa, enters
the market.
At a glittering black carpet
do being held in the city today, the crème de la crème of
Delhi’s social circuit has been invited, along with Bollywood stars Kunal Kapoor
and Mugdha Godse, for the
launch of the spa. The event
will be accompanied by a
fashion show by designer
Ranna Gill, with Mugdha as
the showstopper. Audio Ashram will ensure that the evening remains high on electronic and classical music.
The spa, which encompasses the three graces according to Greek mythology
– body, beauty and lifestyle –
will be launched at Rajouri
Garden today, with another
outlet planned at Vasant Vihar, before the chain goes
pan India. The spa offers a
wide range of services, prod-

(Contributed by Mandvi Sharma
and Vickey Lalwani)
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see them blossom.

want people to experience the
best of services and not just
help them relax, but also
give them a wholesome
experience in wellness.”
For more info, check
www.threegraces.in

Shrirc im Bharati ya
Kala Kendr ci

7-15 MAY, 7.00 P.M. KAMANI

KARNA
MEERA
ABH IMANYU
PARIKRAMA
Choreograp h y:
Shashidhara n Nair
Produced and Directed by
SHOBHA DEEPAK SINGH

ENTRY BY INVITATION. Cords available
at Kendr u & Kamani . Enq: 43503333

2 YEARS IS THE GHT AGE FOR YOUR CHILD TO START BLOSSOMING.
Mother s Pride is the greatest gift you can give your child om his/her 2nd birthday.
Chi dren b ossom , aL Punjabi Bag h, Deepali . Paschim Vihar, ModeL Town. ShaUmar Bagh, Rohini 3, Rohi ni 5, Patet Nagar ,

Munirka,Anand Vihar, Vivek Vihar,Noida 19,Noida 61, Dwarka, Gurgaon DLF IV, Gurgaon 5,Gurgaon 52,ShivaUk, Hemkunt ,
Indirapuram,Panchkuta. Mother ’sPrideiunior- Nareta , Ghaziabad,KrishnaNagar,Preet Vihar,Kaushambi,Pitam Pura,Rajouri
Garden. Indirapuram. Gurgaon iharsa Road, Patwa[ . Ludhiana, Bhiwadi , Amritsar, Sahibabad, Shatimar Garden. Najafgarh.

THINK OUTDOORS

VEINBRENNER®

EXCLUSIVE OUTLETS AT: V3S MALL: Vikas Marg METROWALK MALL: Rohini CITY SQUARE MALL: Rajouri
Garden BUNGLOW ROAD: Kamla Nagar AJMAL KHAN ROAD: Karol Bagh CENTRAL MKT: Lajpat Nagar KAPIL
VIHAR: Pitam Pura PVR: Saket SEC 18: Noida CROWN INTERIOR MALL: Fandabad Crown Ansal Plaza: Mathura
Road , Faridabad OPENING SHORTLY AT: Shipra Mall, PacilIc Mall (Ghaziaba
ALSO AVAILABLE AT: ADARSH NAGAR: Selection Centre ASHOK VIIIAR: Climax, Mall T V R CONNAUGHT PLA CE: Vintage DB WALA
MACAR: Musk Applause DWARKA: GOP Clothing GHAZJABAD: Bindal Arcade , NCR Fashions JANAK PURl: Muskan Mega Mart Mart
KAMLA
MACAR: Abl oom , Bindals , Meghna, Nell Wears KAROL BACH: Madan ’s, Paul Garments , Store SC, To p Sh o p KRISHNA NAGAR: Engli s h
Chann el LAJPAT MA CAR: Chunmun , Ritu Wears , Shyam Garments MODEL TOWN: Standard Max , Vijay Stores MUl l NAGAR: Menz Club ,
Vlrm anl So ns PITAMPURA: Abl oo m , Adonis , Chunmun , Standard Max RAJORI GARDEN: Appeal,Bind al , Follow Me, Paul Gannents , Style
Fit ,Top Shop RANI BACH: Grace Fashion ROHINI: As hish Selection , Ritu Wears SAKET: Metal SHAUMAR BACH: Green Valley, Golden
Threads VASANTVIIIAR: Citi Shoppe , Metal VIVEK VIHAR: Goyal Garments FARIDABAD: Ahuja Clothiers , Chunmun , Lok priya Garments ,
Ritu Wears,Shyain Garments PACIFIC MALL: Chunmun , Rita Wears SACARPURA: Prabhat Sarees Centre VIKAS MARC: Shyam Garments ,
Standard Max GURGAON: Mehta & Sons , Shyam Garments , Unlimited Zone NOIDA: Rita Wears , Shyam Garments MUKHARJEE NAGAR:
Kings Exclusive INDRA PURAM: Paul Garments,Ritu WW
ears llLAK MACAR: Riwaz C. R. PAM(: Nexess MALVIYA MACAR: Sapphire
Franchise Enth,iiiesContact 9311005188 Trade Enquirie sCorti act : Panchanan -09810137877 Forf urther info vi sitwww .mufti in
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GENESIS GLOBAL SCHOOL
presen t s

The

Mahatand ima
the
oetess

A compilation
A
of letters in english . The nightingale of India ,
Sarojini Naidu was a distinguished poet , freedom fighter rand
one of the great orators of her time. In august 1914, she met
Mahatama Gandhi, who directed her renergy towards the
couuntrry’s fight for independence resulting in a series of letters
exchanged between them till Gandhiji ’s death in n1948. Letters
of amazing honesty, beauty, humour, and truth. Letters which
tell the tale of the freedo m m
struggle and the tale of a deep,
probing relationship.
Script : Adapted from the book
‘The Mahatama and the Poetess’
Compilation: E. S. Reddy
Editing: Smt, Mrinalini V. Sarabhai
Publication: Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan
Lights: AA
p arna Sridhar
Music: Rajesh and jayan Nair
Concept, Direction , and Presentation:
Torn rn
Alter and Mrinalini V. Sarabhai
DURATION : ABOUT 80 MINUTES. NO INTERM ISSION. NO LATE ENTRIES
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www.bata.

Available at select

shoe stores & other premium footwear dealers

SMS BATA <space> WB to 56868 to win Weinbrenner Merchandise.

SATURDAY, 8 MAY 2010
6:30 P.M.
GENESIS GLOBAL SCHOOL
A-12, Sector-132, Expressway, Noida
Phone : 0120 6516655
Please collect the Invites from GENESIS GLOBAL SCHOOL & OM BOOK SHOP

